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FINCHES AND 
SPARROWS 
An Identification Guide 

PETER (:LENIENT 
Illustrations by Alan Harris and John Davis 

Among the most familiar and colorful of birds, finches and spar- 
rows occupy almost every type of habitat throughout the world. However, 

there has been no comprehensive single-volume description of these families 
until now. Finches and 5parrows, which combines nearly 950 color portraits 
with detailed descriptions of every species, is an easy-to-use identification 

guide. Birders and cagebird enthusiasts alike will find this book to be 
an essential reference. 

For the first time all 290 species are described and illustrated in 
color. The color plates feature every species, many races, and most sex 

and age variations, and the line drawings accompanying the text depict 
wing patterns, bill and head shapes, and other plumage details. 

This is simply the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide to• 

finches and sparrows avaiable today. 
Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-03424-9 
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Since its inception in 1926, The Quarterly Review of Biology has enjoyed an 
enviable reputation for its comprehensive reviews of pivotal fields of biology, critical 
syntheses of significant research, and insightful historical and philosophical 
treatments of important biological topics. The QRB provides biological researchers 
and educators (as well as general readers) with timely assessments of the life 
sciences in a convenient and economical format. 
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Audubon to Xantus 
The Lives of Those Commemorated 
in North American Bird Names 
Barbara Mearns and Richard Mearns 

"Lively and entertaining, yet skillfully woven not only to 
show the contributions of each individual to 19th century 
American ornithology but also to indicate how those 
contributions fit together." 

--FOR HABITAT 

Every North American ornithologist is familiar 
with Audubon's Shearwater, Wilson's Phalarope, 
and Xantus' Murrelet. But few know about the 

people after whom these birds are named. Who were 
they? When did they live? How important was their 
contribution to the modern study of ornithology in 
the Americas? Audubon to Xantus explores the 
many people behind the names, allowing Barbara 
and Richard Mearns to continue the research they 
started in their popular book, Biographies for 
Birdwatchers. 

1992, 588 pp., $45.00/ISBN: 0-12-487423-1 

Great Auk Islands 

A Field Biologist in the Arctic 
T.R. Birkhead 

A Volume in the T & AD POYSEB Series 

A fine primer for research students and profession- 
als, this book discusses the many facets of conduct- 
ing field studies on seabirds and other species in 
various parts of the Arctic. Not only does it describe 
the biology of species living in one of the harshest 
environments on earth, but also describes a unique 
insight into the way scientists go about their 
business. Written in a straightforward and easy-to- 
read manner, the ups and downs that the field 
biologist has to enjoy and endure are engagingly 
described. The book also raises some challenging 
questions about human behavior. 
August 1993, 320 pp., $39.95/ISBN: 0-85661-077-1 
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of the World 
James A. Hancock, James A. Kushlan, 
and M. Philip Kahl 

1992, 392 pp., $139.00/ISBN: 0-12-322730-5 

Bird Census 
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Colin J. Bibby, Neil D. Burgess, and David A. Hill 
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The Black Eagle 
Verreaux's Eagle in Southern Africa 
Valerie Gargett 

July 1993, c. 279 pp., $59.95 (tentative}/ISBN: 0-12-275970-2 

The Vultures of VUL?•RES 
Africa o• ̂ FRxc^ 
Peter Mundy, Duncan 
Butchart, John Ledger, and 
Steven Piper 

For the first time ever, The 
Vultures of Africa presents all 
11 species in an authoritative 
account that ranks as one of 

the most important works on 
these fascinating yet threatened birds. Dr. Peter 
Mundy and his fellow authors answer every 
conceivable question on the biology and lifestyle of 
these birds in a text that is a refreshing departure 
from traditional bird monographs. The book is lively 
and contentious in style, but remains comprehen- 
sive in its approach. More than 130 photographs, 
and numerous maps and diagrams lend visual 
immediacy to this absorbing text. 
1992, 460 pp., $118.50/ISBN: 0-12-510585-1 
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British Birds 
Published by its' own non-profit-making company 

The independent 
monthly magazine 
that's always 
worth reading... 

over 40,000 readers in 63 countries 

For your FREE sample copy, write to 
Mrs Erika Sharrock, Fountains, Park Lane, Blu•d•am, 
Bedford MK44 3•[• England 

POSTDOCTORAl, FELLOWSHIP 

AT THE 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAl, IllSTORY 

The Frank M. Chapman Memorial Fund Committee welcomes 
applications for the Postdoctoral Fellowship Pro•ram in the areas 
of evolutionary and systematic ornithology. The Fellowship is 
usually for one year, but applicants may apply for two years, with 
a review of performance after the first year. 

Deadline for applications is 15 January. 

For application form and brochure, please write to: 

Frank M. Chapman Memorial Fund 
Department of Ornithology / American Museum of Natural ttisto• • 
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The Auk 

A Quarterly Journal of Ornithology 
PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION 

Editor: GARY D. SCHNELL, The Auk, Department of Zoology, Sutton Hall, 625 Elm Avenue, 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 73019, USA. Telephone (405) 325-2784. 
FAX (405) 325-7504. 

Managing Editor: N•L J. BUCKLE•. 

Associate Editor for Book Reviews: ROBERT M. ZL•K, Bell Museum of Natural History, 100 
Ecology Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108, USA (forward 
books for review directly to this address). 

The Auk welcomes original reports on the biology of birds. Appropriate topics include the documentation, 
analysis, and interpretation of laboratory and field studies, theoretical or methodological developments, and 
reviews of information or ideas. Contributions written in English are encouraged from throughout the world. 

Manuscript preparation.--Submit three copies of each manuscript, complete with tables, figure captions, and 
figures (retain original figures). Double-space all written material (including tables and figure legends) on 
standard-sized stationery sheets. Number pages through the Literature Cited. Do not hyphenate words at the 
ends of typewritten lines. Type tables separately from the text; type figure captions consecutively on a separate 
page. The manuscript should conform to general usage in recent issues (note stylistic changes incorporated 
in January 1992). The title page (numbered) should contain full title, and authors' names and addresses at 
the time of the research. The present address, if different, should be indicated as a footnote. The title page 
also includes running heads (<36 characters), and the name and mailing address of the individual to whom 
proofs should be sent. 

An Abstract (<5% of paper length) should precede each regular article. It should summarize important 
premises, recapitulate findings, and give conclusions. Text citations should include the author and year (e.g. 
Darwin 1858, Wolter and Hunter 1968, Mayr et al. 1989); multiple citations should be arranged chronologically. 
Citations of specific page numbers, tables, or figures may be appropriate in certain situations (e.g. Diamond 
1991:465-466, Zink et al. 1991:fig. 1, Dawson and Mannan 1991:table 6). Acknowledgments precede the 
Literature Cited. Title abbreviations of serial publications follow the International Serial Data System (ISDS) 
as indicated in Serial Sources for the BIOSIS Previews Database (1991, BIOSIS, Philadelphia), which is provided 
with Biological Abstracts. Scientific and English names of birds are given at first mention and follow the AOU's 
Check-list of North American Birds (1983) and its supplements. Measurements (and their designated abbrevia- 
tions) are to be in SI units (see B. N. Taylor [Ed.], 1991, The international system of units [SI]. NIST Spec. 
Publ. 330, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Dep. Commerce, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C.). In general, abbreviations of statistical terms conform to the fifth edition of the CBE 
Style Manual (1983, available from CBE, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20814). Use continental 
dating (e.g. 29 September 1990), the 24-hour clock (e.g. 0800 and 2035), and standard time (not daylight 
savings time). 

Tables and figures should not duplicate material in the text or in each other. Each table requires a short 
heading; give particular attention to the form of table boxheads and do not include vertical rules. Illustrations 
should be prepared for one- or two-column width, keeping in mind the size of the Auk. The style of figures 
should be uniform. Helvetica or a similar sans serif style of type is recommended; typical typewriter lettering 
is unacceptable on figures. 

After a paper has been accepted for publication, original figures and the original plus one copy of the 
manuscript (revised if necessary) are to be sent to the Editor. Illustrations in a large format are not desirable, 
since they are easily damaged or misplaced; if possible, original illustrations or high-quality reproductions 
should be no larger than standard-sized stationery sheets. On the back, each original illustration should have 
the figure number, author name, journal name, and an indication of the top of the figure. Drawings should 
be on good-quality paper and allow for about 20% reduction. Photographs should be glossy prints of high 
quality and approximately of the size they are to appear in print. Color figures will be considered as figure 
plates or a frontispiece. 

Proofs, reprints, and charges.--Authors will receive page proofs for approval, along with the original type- 
script. Both must be returned within 48 h to the editorial office to avoid publication delays. A reprint order 
form will be sent with proofs; reprints are billed following the printer's current cost schedule. Because changes 
in proofs are expensive, authors should not expect to make major modifications in their work at this stage. 
Excessive alterations (i.e. more than about one line reset per two printed pages) in proofs will be charged to 
the author at the rate of $3.00 per reset line. Authors should keep the Editor informed of address changes, 
so proofs will not be delayed. The AOU requests that authors, if possible, bear part or all of the cost of 
publishing their papers when grant, institutional, or personal funds are available for the purpose. Current 
costs per printed page are $75; a minimum contribution of $38 per page is recommended, but the AOU is 
pleased to receive any payment considered appropriate. Authors who do not have access to publication funds 
may request a waiver of this payment. 
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